
Notes Math-1600-es31 2016 November 11

Conavity

There are various terms used when the values of a funtion, its average rates of hange, or its seond av-

erage rates of hange (the rates of hange of the rates of hange) are all positive (or negative), at least on

some interval. When the funtion is di�erentiable, and espeially when it s twie di�erentiable, there are

easier ways to desribe these. This is all summarized in the table below.

Property of f : De�nition: If di�erentiable: If twie di�erentiable:

Positive f(a) > 0 � �

Negative f(a) < 0 � �

Inreasing

f(b)− f(a)

b− a
> 0 f ′(a) > 0 �

Dereasing

f(b)− f(a)

b− a
< 0 f ′(a) < 0 �

Conave upward

f(c)− f(b)

c− b
−

f(b)− f(a)

b− a

c− a

f ′(b)− f ′(a)

b− a
> 0 f ′′(a) > 0

Conave downward

f(c)− f(b)

c− b
−

f(b)− f(a)

b− a

c− a

f ′(b)− f ′(a)

b− a
< 0 f ′′(a) < 0

In all of these, the funtion f has the given property on some interval if the given ondition holds whenev-

er a, b, and c are distint numbers in that interval. (They must be distint to avoid division by zero.)

Generally, it s muh easier to work with the rightmost ondition for every property, but you an t do

that if the neessary derivatives don t exist. Even if the funtion isn t di�erentiable at all, it still makes

sense to say whether or not it s onave upward or downward.

Inidentally, here is some other terminology that you may see for these properties:

• Sometimes people use ≥ and ≤ in plae of > and <. If you want to be lear, you an use adverbs:

`stritly' for the de�nitions above (using > and <) or `weakly' for the versions with ≥ and ≤.

• Sometimes people put the word `monotone' in front of `inreasing' and `dereasing', even though it

really isn t neessary. (However, when people use this word, they are more likely to mean `weakly'

too, even if they don t say so.)

• Alternatively, if the word `monotone' is used alone, then it means `(weakly) inreasing'; the orre-

sponding word for `(weakly) dereasing' is `antitone' (but this word is fairly rare).

• If the word `onave' is used alone, then it means `onave downard'; the orresponding word for `on-

ave upward' is `onvex' (and this word is extremely ommon). Again, people who use this terminolo-

gy are more likely to mean `weakly'.
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